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MESSAGE FOR THE EXTRA APPARITION IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF PEACE AND LADY OF CARMELO, TO THE VISIONARY
SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Dear Children,

I come to the world each day to strengthen in the heart of humanity the deep alliance of the human
consciousness with God; an alliance that was achieved by My Son and that was expanded to all the
creatures of this Earth.

I come, sent by God, to show you the way back to the Cosmos, where the Heart of the Celestial
Father lives and reigns perpetually.

I want you to know, My dears, that this humanity, as a project and preferred creation of God, must
comply with a primary role in the whole Universe, and to manifest that higher will that is kept in its
most pure essence, must follow step by step the example of Christ.

Each being of this Earth is the representation of a magnificent creation of God, which demonstrates
His Grace and Majesty through this human project, because it is through such imperfect beings that
the Lord will make emerge the most perfect flower of the cosmos.

All of you, as children of God, have the possibility of becoming a living alliance with the Father
and, towards that purpose, you must always walk.

It is for this perfect principle that dwells in your hearts that you must live humility, sacrifice,
renunciation and real love, because these are the keys that open the interior coffer and permit to be
revealed to you what you truly are.

Children, there is a universal, cosmic and celestial life that waits for the awakening of the creatures
of this world, but My adversary worked in all the centuries of human existence, so that the hearts of
humanity could never approach God and much less, remember the truth about its existence and what
a great potential of love inhabits its interior.

That is why many will have to battle against themselves to follow My steps, because it is much
easier for humanity to let itself get down by the cunning and the pressure of the enemy, than to
strive to obey God, beyond everything they think and feel inside themselves.

To My soldiers, I Will ask for a total surrender to My Immaculate Heart, because My Light comes
to remove you from the blindness of this world, but for those who are used to live in darkness, it
will cost to turn their eyes towards Light.

I only ask you on this time of chaos to let yourselves be guided by My Heart, because I will always
be next to those that listen to Me and I will make use of them to guide those who cannot find Me.

The time has come, My beloved ones, to discover truths that will seem to be absurd to you; but trust
in Me, because the greatest illusion is the one you live on the Earth.  You only have to look to your
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side to be able to feel the dormancy of the world.  For this, come with Me and do not miss any of
My steps; place your feet on My footprints by means of the obedience to the celestial indications
and you will never get lost from this path.

I will give you the truth so that you may learn to conduct yourself on these times and do not be
shocked, as most of humanity, with the days that will come.

My dears, with Love I tell you that those who trust in Me have never repented.  Today I bless you
with special Graces so that you keep answering to My call.

I leave My mantle upon everyone, so that your souls may become lanterns to those who need
guidance, and living examples for those who do not know how to begin.  May your faith in God be
a fount for those who have lost hope.

I keep you in the Heart of God.

I thank My dear children for answering to My call and today, in a special way, I thank My daughter
that day by day allows Me to come to the world.

Pray so that the visionaries may continue their path of transformation and so that, until the last day
of their lives, they may fulfill the designs of God.

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Lady of Carmelo


